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General Disclaimer 

The content of this report is confidential and not for distribution to anyone other than Sprowston 
Town Council. Disclosure to third parties cannot be made without the written consent of Price Bailey 
LLP. 

Freedom of Information  

In the event that pursuant to a request which Sprowston Town Council has received under the 
Freedom of Information Act 2000, it is required to disclose any information contained in this report, 
it will notify Price Bailey LLP promptly and consult with Price Bailey LLP prior to disclosing such 
report. Sprowston Town Council agrees to pay due regard to any representations which Price Bailey 
LLP may make in connection with such disclosure and Sprowston Town Council shall apply any 
relevant exemptions which may exist under the Act to such report. If, following consultation with 
Price Bailey, Sprowston Town Council discloses this report or any part thereof, it shall ensure that 
any disclaimer which Price Bailey LLP has included or may subsequently wish to include in the 
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1 Introduction and Background 
 This audit was completed in accordance with the Letter of Engagement, dated 10 January 2023 

and approved by the Council. For this interim review as part our 2022-23 work, we tested the 
expected key financial controls in preparation for the final year-end work.  

 The Council employs a full-time Clerk who also acts as the Responsible Financial Officer (RFO). 
The Council’s Finance system is Sage (Cloud). The Council also employs a Finance Officer, a 
Compliance Officer and a Committee Officer, as well as four grounds and maintenance staff.  
The Full Council meets every three weeks in person.   

2 Scope  
 The work was undertaken in accordance with the terms of reference issued prior to the audit 

and as such, the scope is limited to those areas. The results of our work should assist in 
providing assurance on the key controls relating to the areas of income, expenditure, banking, 
ledger reconciliation, access controls, risk management and providing financial information.  
The work also ensures that, where relevant, we are prepared to undertake the second (final) 
visit which includes validation of AGAR control aspects and sign off for 2022-23. 

 

3 Key findings 
Report Assurance Rating1 

Assurance level Definition 

 
Some weaknesses have been identified in the control framework or non-
compliance, which may put achievement of some system objectives at risk.  
Remedial actions are required. 

 

Organisational Reporting 
 The Council has the model Financial Regulations and Standing Orders in place. We established 

these were formally reviewed, updated and approved at the annual Town Council meeting on 
18 May 2022. The procedures in place define current authority limits and are in line with 
model documents as advised by NALC. Through review of the Financial Regulations and 
Standing Orders we confirmed that both provide appropriate guidance on the financial 
governance of the Council.  

 We will pass comment on whether appropriate accounting records have been properly kept 
throughout the year and that up to date information is published on the Council’s website, in 
our full year-end review.  

 
1   See Appendix A 

  Amber/Green 
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Cash handling and bank accounts 
 Access to cash and banking facilities should be appropriately restricted to key individuals. We 

established the Council maintains six bank accounts with Barclays bank. These consist of:  

 A Main account for receiving income 

 A Drawings account for payments  

 A Salaries account for salaries 

 A savings account (an active savers account for working capital), and 

 An instant access savings account (used as a Community Infrastructure Levy account for 
payments from Property Developers via Broadland District Council).  

 Payments are transferred from the main account to the salaries and drawing accounts to make 
payroll and payment runs respectively.  This is appropriate – we discussed whether it might be 
appropriate to decrease the number of accounts in operation but this has been considered by 
the RFO with the Council and currently, the accounts are all needed for the successful 
continuation of Council business.  

 A bank mandate is in place which includes access to banking facilities. Presently, the RFO is a 
bank signatory and as such, is able to set up payments by himself. However, the Council is in 
the process of implementing ‘named officials’ (five designated Council members who can 
contact the bank for information). The bank will then require authorisation from two named 
officials to set up payments. The banking access controls in place remain appropriate and no 
issues were identified.  

 All cash and cheques are held in the office safe. Other banking information is held in the 
Council office in a locked cupboard and drawer, keys to which are held by the Finance Officer. 
We confirmed that any cheques received (few) are immediately receipted and secured in the 
office safe, although this activity has been minimal throughout the year. The Council receives 
cash payments for the monthly cinema event and from other income streams.  

 A cash book is maintained, and banking paying in slips are completed with sales invoice 
numbers where appropriate. Banking is usually undertaken monthly; however if the cash value 
held is large, this occurs more frequently.  Bank deposits are undertaken by the Clerk, Finance 
Office or Committee Officer. We tested for the prompt and accurate recording of recent 
income from income records held in Sage to paying in slips and bank statements. No 
discrepancies were identified; the majority of the income tested was for Council fees. 

 We identified that a small amount of cash (around £30) was received from refreshment sales 
at the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee Celebration in June 2022. This had not been banked and 
remained in the office safe. Although not material, we have advised the RFO that this should 
be banked. Otherwise, bankings are undertaken promptly and securely. There are appropriate 
controls in place over bank and cash accounting. 
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 We will assess whether bank reconciliations are performed regularly and independently 
reviewed and whether VAT reclaims are prepared and submitted in a timely manner (in line 
with the underlying records and in accordance with current HMRC requirements), in our year-
end review.  

Income receipt and recording 
 The Council’s budget is agreed by January and the precept granted by Broadland Council. The 

majority of income received in year is from fees for burials and burial plot allocation, allotment 
fees, and fees from hirings and lettings.  

 We confirmed through review of the public record of precepted amounts, that the Council 
received £743,973 for the financial year 2022/23. We confirmed that this was formally agreed 
and accepted by the full Council in December 2021.  

 Each income stream is determined annually by a schedule of fees agreed by the full Council.  
For allotments, a register of tenants is in place and maintained by the Committee Officer. Sales 
invoices are raised annually around October by the Finance Officer. (Income is received either 
directly to the Council bank account or the occasional cheque is received). The Council has a 
PDQ machine to be able to receive card payments. There are about 94 allotments and 
allotment agreements are in place for each plot.  

 For Cemeteries a burial register is in place and maintained by the Committee Officer. Burial 
forms are completed stating the services required, maintained by the Committee Officer and 
passed to the Finance Officer for invoicing. For venue hire, the Council has a number of 
venues, the largest being the Diamond Centre (a multi-use community building incorporating a 
sports hall, five function rooms and an annex for the long term use of Chestnut Nursery). 
Bookings are taken by the Committee Officer and are managed through a paper-based diary. 
We saw that this is reviewed monthly and bookings marked when invoiced to ensure all 
invoices are raised.  

 Nursery long term hire is governed by a lease agreement. This will be reviewed annually to 
ensure fees remain appropriate (once the Nursery has become established). Other hires are 
managed through the completion of a hire agreement; these are held in paper-based format 
by the Committee Officer.  

 Sales invoices are raised via a template within the finance system. Once income is received, 
the related sales invoice in Sage is marked as “paid”. The date the payment was received and 
method (for example a bank deposit) is documented for ease of tracking. We tested income 
activity in year by sampling a selection of 20 receipts from a report of all income from 1 April 
to 31 December 2022.  
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 Of our sample of 20 income items, four related to allotment income. We confirmed in each 
case a sales invoice was raised and an allotment agreement was in place. We confirmed all 
income had been received to the Council’s bank account. For cemeteries (seven items) 
completed cemetery forms were in place and a sales invoice had been raised. We confirmed all 
income had been received into the Council’s bank account.  

 For venue hires, hiring agreements were in place and for burials, a cemetery form was in place. 
Sales invoices had been raised for all. We confirmed all income had been received to the 
Council’s bank account. In all cases, the invoice had been accurately marked as paid in Sage. 
Income received had been fully and accurately accounted for within the Council’s finance 
system and there were no issues identified. 

Debtors 
 Debtors should be promptly monitored and effectively followed up. The Council implemented 

a review of aged debtors in December 2022 (this consisted of the Finance Officer reviewing the 
aged debt reports and sending reminder invoices and notifications through Sage). Sage does 
not retain evidence of the debts being chased through the system. Although we confirmed 
through review of the aged debtors report that there was evidence of aged debts being chased 
by the Finance Officer through Sage, there was no evidence of the correspondence supporting 
this process.  

 The total aged debt value was £27k, consisting of £8k in the 30-60 day range, £6k in the 60-90 
day range and £2k in the 90+ day range. At present, the debt collection process is not 
formalised; there is a risk that monies owed to the Council may not be collected promptly and 
there may be inconsistencies in debt collection processes. We have made a recommendation 
for a Debt Chasing Policy to be implemented, which would include retaining supporting 
evidence. (Recommendation 1, Medium). 

 A formal process would define the values and timeframes provided to all debtors, the 
template forms and email to use, and the next steps if the debt needs to be escalated further. 
All debtors should be chased through the Finance email account to ensure evidence of debt 
chasing can be retained.  

Petty Cash  
 The petty cash float was £95.92 at the time of visit. The account is not an imprest account, so 

the original opening balance is not known. There were few transactions in year - a manual 
record book records all claims for reimbursement, typically for fuel expenditure and sundry 
office items of low value. We checked the recording of the transactions to the Sage day book 
and to any receipts available to support them.  

 Occasionally, the account is topped up to a cash float. We confirmed transactions had been 
recorded with receipts retained and the float had been topped up in year. The account is not 
reconciled back to an original open balance. It is recommended that in order to balance back 
to an agreed amount, that the account be treated as an Imprest account going forwards. 
(Recommendation 2, Low) 
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Ordering goods and services and invoice payments  
 The use of new suppliers should be appropriately controlled. We found that new suppliers are 

entered into Sage once an invoice is raised, using the invoice details. The Council tries to utilise 
local suppliers where possible and will purchase items through ESPO/Amazon to obtain best 
value where purchasing locally is not possible. There is presently no due diligence review over 
new suppliers as the Council feels this is a low risk area.  

 However, there is a risk that any new supplier used may not be bona fide, may not be the most 
appropriate and new supplier bank details may be incorrect, leading to the possibility of poor 
value and/or financial loss. We have made a recommendation that the Council should 
implement a new supplier form for use by staff when purchasing goods and services to capture 
new supplier information. This form should be verified by a second member of Finance and 
should include conducting a Companies House check and verification that the bank details 
supplied are bona fide. The Council could also consider putting in place a check of the 
supplier’s employment status using the HMRC “Check Employment Status for Tax 
questionnaire”. (Recommendation 3, Medium) 

 We will pass comment on whether amendments to supplier’s details are appropriately 
managed and controlled in our final year-end report. 

 Purchase orders should be in place, authorised in line with financial regulations and delegated 
financial limits. We found that in practice orders are placed by the Council via email but 
official, numbered purchase order forms are not used. There is a risk that there may not be 
appropriate oversight over Council expenditure. The Council should raise official purchase 
orders for all purchases made in order to formalise the agreed type, quantity, quality and price 
of goods and services required; we have made a recommendation in this matter.  
(Recommendation 4, Medium). 

 Procurement and value for money requirements are defined in the Financial Regulations. 
These are as follows: Over £25k, Contracts and tender; from £5K to £25K the Clerk or RFO shall 
obtain 3 quotations (priced descriptions of the proposed supply); and from £1k to £5k, the 
Clerk or RFO shall strive to obtain 3 estimates. Value for money quotes where required should 
be kept on file. For a sample of 25 various types and values of purchase (15 higher value and 
10 other at random), we confirmed that where required, quotes had been obtained (and 
where the Council uses an established contractor, quotes are not always needed). No issues 
were identified.  

 Goods and services received should be checked and agreed to original orders. Goods received 
and delivery notes (where provided) are held with the invoice and filed by the Finance Officer. 
For purchases where this is not possible, the Finance team has oversight over whether the 
service received was appropriate and if the invoice can be paid. For our sample of 25 
purchases above, we confirmed one purchase had a goods received note and this had been 
retained. The remaining purchases related to provision of services, which are all checked by 
the RFO and Finance Officer prior to payment. No issues were identified.   
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 The use of any purchasing/credit cards should be appropriately controlled. One credit card is 
held in the office safe and can be accessed by all office staff; the Head Groundsman uses this 
for fuel, the Community Officer for office supplies, the Finance Officer for office services and 
supplies, etc.  Receipts are maintained by the Finance Officer and reconciled monthly to the 
credit card statement.  

 For a sample of ten credit card transactions we confirmed the payment agreed to an 
underlying receipt. The credit card reconciliation undertaken by the Finance Officer has been 
signed to evidence review by the RFO since December 2022. No issues were identified - the 
use of credit cards is appropriately controlled. 

Expenditure 
 Expenditure should be completely and accurately recorded in the accounting system. For our 

sample of 25 purchases above, we confirmed in all cases the payment agreed to a supporting 
invoice and the transaction had been accurately recorded in Sage. No issues were identified. 

 Expenditure should also be authorised in line with the schedule of delegated authority. 
Purchases are approved by the Council via receipt of a payment report monthly. The report is 
produced by the Finance Officer; following Council approval, invoices included in the payment 
report are paid. All contractual agreements should be documented in a Contracts listing. This 
details all regular and DD payments and/or other known regular arrangements such as utilities. 

 In our sample of 25 purchases, we sought to confirm that the invoices have been listed and 
approved for payment by Council. We confirmed 23 of the 25 purchases sampled were 
submitted on a payment sheet for Council approval. We identified one payment had a credit 
note and did not require payment or approval.  

 In the remaining case, we identified that a payment of £1,321.51 to the Norfolk ALC was not 
included for approval on a payment sheet but we identified that the full Council had already 
approved a decision to continue with the subscription service in May 2022. This is appropriate. 
We also identified seven payments had been reported to the Council after the related invoice 
had been paid. In four cases, the payment was within the RFO authorisation limit defined in 
the Financial Regulations but in the remaining three cases, the payment was in excess of this 
value.  

 We identified that these three cases related to two existing contracts and to the payment of 
NDR rates. There is a risk that payments are not made in line with the Financial Regulations 
and the Council may not have sufficient oversight over expenditure. We have made a 
recommendation that the Council should instigate a check to ensure all invoices for payment 
are approved in line with the Financial Regulations and are presented to the Council for 
oversight and approval. (Recommendation 5, Low) 
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 For the three purchases (relating to two suppliers) where the payment was in excess of the 
RFO authorisation limit, the contractual arrangement was not documented in the contracts 
listing. There has not been a recent review of the contract listing, which is not detailed (not all 
arrangements may have been captured and the details of others may be out of date). It is 
recommended that the Council should review and update the Contract Register with all known 
current regular payment arrangements to ensure all contractual agreements are documented 
on a more formal and detailed contracts register. (Recommendation 6, Low)    

Reconciliations  
 The main account reconciliations should be performed promptly and regularly, and 

independently reviewed. These are prepared by Finance Officer and reviewed by the RFO; data 
for monthly reports is extracted and then input into Excel to produce a report. These are 
reviewed quarterly by the Chair and reported to Council, and signed off by the Chair.  

 We found that the first quarter had not been done as the Finance officer was not yet in place 
but the second quarter had been completed. We will confirm that month end reconciliations 
have been completed in a timely manner (and subject to independent review and sign off for 
the last three months) in our year-end visit.  

Ledger Access and Control  

 Physical and IT access to the local recording system and centrally held ledgers should be 
appropriately controlled in line with access permissions and password protocols. We found 
that Sage access is controlled via username and password. The system is cloud based and both 
the Finance Officer and RFO are able to access it remotely. It is considered that access to the 
finance system is appropriately controlled. 

Risk Management  
 Risk management arrangements should be reviewed annually; significant risks should be 

identified and controls in place to manage these.  The Finance Risk Assessment document in 
place was inherited by the current RFO and is fit for purpose. We confirmed that the Council’s 
risks and controls are identified and held in a suitable risk register, and saw evidence that this 
is formally presented to Members at least annually.  

 Appropriate insurance cover should be in place, covering Land, Building, Public liability, 
employers’ and hirers’ liability, employees (including councillors) liability, business interruption 
and cyber security. Appropriate arrangements should be in place for monitoring play areas, 
open spaces and sports pitches and any related reviews undertaken by appropriately qualified 
external inspectors (or, if by officers or members, that they have received the appropriate 
training and accreditation). We will confirm that appropriate insurance cover is in place in our 
year-end visit.  
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Salaries and allowances 
 An appropriate contract of employment should be in place for all employees and salaries to 

employees and allowances to members paid in accordance with this authority’s approvals. The 
Council has eight employees and all are contracted. There is occasional overtime and over 
summer a member of staff is employed with variable hours on a time sheet basis.  

 Any changes to contracts in the year should be by letter. Recruitment to existing roles can be 
approved by the RFO. If new to the establishment then the Council will approve. Data is added 
to SAGE by the Finance Officer and access to payroll module is restricted to the Finance Officer 
and RFO. Monthly input data is prepared by the Finance Officer and approved by the RFO.  

 

 SAGE payroll calculates payover amounts to HMRC and the LGS pension scheme. The online 
portal allows staff to enter the required information – only the RFO has access to this. After 
each pay settlement, the NJC recs are offered to Council, and (usually) agreed. Sage is updated 
by the RFO with the Finance officer to reflect this and letters confirming this sent to 
employees.  (No allowance payments to members were claimed or paid)  

 We tested for a support and office member of staff that the original contracted pay scale 
matches the current pay rate paid, including any subsequent adjustment from recent pay 
uplifts granted. A current contract should be in place. There were no issues arising - we saw 
Sage payroll entries matched to the payslip and the letters confirming new scale points. 
Contracts were seen in place and salaries to employees were paid in accordance with the 
authority’s approvals. 

 PAYE and NI requirements should be properly applied - we will confirm the deductions have 
been paid to the HMRC in our second visit at year-end.  

Budgetary Control 
 There should be an adequate budgetary process where progress against budget is regularly 

monitored; any reserves should be appropriate. We found that planning discussions are held 
and the precept considered by November/early December for the following year. Council 
meetings are three weekly and at all meetings, the Council reviews transactions in the period.  
At the time of quarterly sign off of the bank reconciliation by the Chairman, the remaining 
budget levels are monitored with the RFO (the RFO is authorised to transfer between 
accounts). This assists in assessing the Council’s overall financial position.   

 We will confirm appropriate budget reports are produced and that they provide budget 
performance and explanations for any significant or unanticipated variances in our year-end 
work, along with the establishment and treatment of any earmarked reserves. 
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Asset Management  
 Asset and investment registers should be complete and accurate and properly maintained. 

Ideally they should include purchase cost, replacement/insured cost and be updated annually.  
All major equipment in use is held in the works yard adjacent to the Town Council office. This 
includes horticultural implements, tractors, mowers, and power tools.  

 We reviewed the asset register in place to determine if it recorded assets at historic cost price 
and disposed of assets are removed. We tested for asset presence, condition and serial 
number by selecting random and various types of asset from the annual listing. 

 We noted these items and visited the machine store to verify existence. There were no issues 
arising for checking asset existence. We confirmed that addition and disposal records are easy 
to follow, the registers is complete, accurate and properly maintained. We will confirm these 
values agree to the AGAR (S2L9) and the insurance schedule at the year-end visit. 

Accounting records / Availability of Accounts Information 
 The accounting statements should be prepared on the correct accounting basis (receipts and 

payments or income and expenditure, agreed to the cash book, supported by an adequate 
audit trail from underlying records and where appropriate debtors and creditors properly 
recorded). We will confirm this in our year-end AGAR work 

 We will also ascertain whether the Council has demonstrated that during 2022 it correctly 
provided for the exercise of public rights as required by the Accounts and Audit Regulations in 
our year-end AGAR work.  

 Our findings were discussed with staff at the time of the review. We would like to thank the 
RFO and Finance Officer for their time and assistance in completing this review. 
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4 Recommendations 

 

Finding Risk Recommendation Priority Date/Responsible Officer   
1. Debt chasing 
Although we confirmed through 
review of the aged debtors report 
that there was evidence of aged debts 
being chased by the Finance Officer 
through Sage, there was no evidence 
of the correspondence supporting this 
process.  At present, a debt collection 
process is not formalised. 
 

Monies owed to the 
Council may not be 
collected promptly; there 
may be inconsistencies in 
debt collection processes 
across. 

A Debt Chasing Policy should be 
implemented. 

2  

2.  Petty Cash 
The account is not an imprest account 
and the original opening balance is 
not known. Occasionally, the account 
is topped up to effect a cash float but 
is not reconciled back to an original 
open balance.  

The account is not 
reconciled back to an 
original balance or an 
agreed amount. 

The account should be treated as 
an Imprest account going 
forwards. 

3  

3. Use of new supplier forms 
New suppliers are entered into Sage 
once an invoice is raised, using the 
invoice details. There is currently no 
due diligence review over new 
suppliers as the Council feels this is a 

Any new supplier used 
may not be bona fide, 
may not be the most 
appropriate and new 
supplier bank details may 
be incorrect, leading to 

A new supplier form could be 
instigated for use by staff when 
purchasing goods and services to 
capture new supplier 
information. This form should be 
verified by a second member of 

2  
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Finding Risk Recommendation Priority Date/Responsible Officer   
low risk area.  
 

the possibility of poor 
value and/or financial 
loss. 

Finance and should include 
conducting a Companies House 
check and verification that the 
bank details supplied are bona 
fide. The Council could also 
consider checking a supplier’s 
employment status using the 
HMRC “Check Employment Status 
for Tax questionnaire”. 

4.  Use of purchase orders 
We found that purchases are made by 
the Council via email but official 
purchase order forms are not used. 

There is a risk that there 
may not be appropriate 
oversight over Council 
expenditure. 

The Council should raise official 
purchase orders for all purchases 
made in order to formalise the 
agreed type, quantity, quality and 
price of goods and services 
required. 

2  

5.  Approval of payments by Full 
Council 
We identified that seven payments 
made in year were reported to the 
Council after the related invoice had 
been paid. In four cases, the payment 
was within the authorisation limit 
defined in the Financial Regulations 
but in the remaining three cases, the 
payment was in excess of this value. 
These three cases related to two 
existing contracts and to the payment 
of NDR rates. 

There is a risk that 
payments are not made 
in line with the Financial 
Regulations and the 
Council may not have 
sufficient oversight over 
expenditure. 

The Council should instigate a 
check to ensure all invoices for 
payment are presented to the 
Council for oversight and 
approval, and approved in line 
with the Financial Regulations. 

3  
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Finding Risk Recommendation Priority Date/Responsible Officer   
6.  Contract recording  

For three purchases tested where 
the payment was in excess of the 
RFO authorisation limit, the 
contractual arrangement was not 
documented in the contracts 
register.  
There has not been a recent review 
of the contract listing.  
 

Not all arrangements may 
have been captured and 
the details of others may 
be out of date. 

The Council should review and 
update the Contract Register with 
all known current regular 
payment arrangements to ensure 
all contractual agreements are 
documented on a more formal 
and detailed contracts register 

3  
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Appendix A: Assurance and Priority Ratings 
 

Recommendation Priority Ratings 

Risk level Definition 

Priority One  (1) 

 

There is potential for financial loss, damage to the Council’s reputation or 
loss of information.  This may have implications for the achievement of 
business objectives and the recommendation should be actioned 
immediately. 

Priority Two (2) There is a need to strengthen internal control and/or enhance operational 
efficiency 

Priority Three (3) Internal control should be strengthened but there is little risk of material 
loss. 

Advisory Improvements in the control environment are suggested in line with best 
practice. There is negligible control weakness or resultant risk. 

 

Report Assurance Ratings 

 

Assurance Level Definition 

 

There is a sound control framework in place to achieve system objectives and 
the controls to manage the risks audited are being consistently applied.  There 
may be some weaknesses but these are relatively small or relate to attaining 
higher or best practice standards. 

 
Weaknesses have been identified in the control framework or non-compliance 
which may put achievement of some system objectives at risk.  Remedial 
action is required. 

 
 

Weaknesses have been identified in the control framework or non-compliance 
with controls which put achievement of several system objectives at risk.  
Remedial action is required. 

 
 

Significant weaknesses have been identified in the control framework or non-
compliance with controls which put the achievement of several system 
objectives at risk. Remedial action should be taken promptly 

 
Fundamental weaknesses have been identified in the control framework or 
non-compliance with controls leaving the system open to error or abuse. 
Remedial action is a priority. 

 

Amber 

Red 

  Amber/Green 

Green 

  Amber/Red 
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Appendix B: Key staff involved in the review 
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Appendix C: Key control areas considered 
Organisational Reporting 

 Prevailing Council guidance, agreed procedures and authority levels are in place  

 Appropriate accounting records have been properly kept throughout the year 

 Up to date information is published on the Council’s website.  

Cash handling and bank accounts 

 Access to cash and banking facilities is appropriately restricted to key individuals 

 Bankings are undertaken promptly and securely  

 Bank reconciliations are performed regularly and independently reviewed 

 Vat reclaims are prepared and submitted in a timely manner in line with the underlying records 
and in accordance with current HMRC requirements 

Income recording 

 All income due, including grants and precept, is promptly identified, captured, recorded and 
banked 

 Income received is fully and accurately accounted for within the Council’s finance system 

 Debtors are promptly monitored and effectively followed up 

Ordering, purchasing and payments, 

 The use of new suppliers and changes to current suppliers details is appropriately controlled 

 Purchase orders are authorised in line with financial standing orders and delegated financial 
limits 

 The use of any purchasing/credit cards is appropriately controlled 

 Goods and services received are checked and agreed to original orders and any delivery notes  

 Purchase invoices are supported by and matched to original orders prior to payment, unless 
valid reasons can be given  

Expenditure recording 

 Expenditure is completely and accurately recorded in the accounting system 

 Expenditure is authorised in accordance with the scheme of delegated authority in standing 
orders  

 Any payments made to staff are appropriately reviewed and authorised 

 Creditors are adequately monitored and controlled  

 

Petty cash 

 The use of petty cash is appropriately controlled and regularly reviewed 

Ledger access and control 

 Physical and IT access to the local recording system and centrally held ledgers, is appropriately 
controlled in line with access permissions and password protocols 

 Main account reconciliations are performed promptly and regularly, and independently 
reviewed 
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Risk management 

 Significant risks are identified and controls in place to manage these 

 Appropriate insurance cover is in place 

Budgetary control  

 An adequate budgetary process where progress against budget is regularly monitored and 
reserves appropriate 

Salaries to employees and allowances to members 

 Appropriate contracts of employment are in place for all employees 

 Salaries to employees and allowances to members were paid in accordance with this 
authority’s approvals, and PAYE and NI requirements were properly applied 

Asset management  

 Asset and investments registers are complete and accurate and properly maintained 

 Where applicable, loans to or by the Council are recorded 

Accounting statements 

 Appropriate accounting records have been properly kept throughout the year 

 The accounting statements are prepared on the correct accounting basis (receipts and 
payments or income and expenditure), agreed to the cash book, supported by an adequate 
audit trail from underlying records and where appropriate debtors and creditors properly 
recorded 

Availability of accounts information  

 The Council has demonstrated that during 2022 it correctly provided for the exercise of public 
rights as required by the Accounts and Audit Regulations 
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Contact 

Paul Cullen 
Partner, Head of Corporate 
T:  +44 (0) 1223 507622 
M:  +44 (0) 7771 560237 
E:  paulc@pricebailey.co.uk 
 

Simon Craven 
Internal Audit Manager 
T:  +44 (0) 1279 217242 
M: +44 (0) 7908 424604 
E:  simon.craven@pricebailey.co.uk 
 

Price Bailey  
Tennyson House 
Cambridge Business Park 
Cambridge 
CB4 0WZ 
T  +44 (0) 1223 565035 
F  +44 (0) 1223 518610 


